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TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS 

The following individuals meet the specific requirements of Section 451.230. Biographies are listed 
below. Nordic Energy Services will be meeting the requirements of Section 451.230 by entering into a 
contract with ACES Power Marketing. 

TWO YEARS ELECTRICAL SALES EXPERIENCE 
Chad Ferguson 

TWO YEARS ELECTRIC SYSTEM OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Alex Huff 

THREE MONTHS EXPERIENCE WORKING WITH OASIS RESERVATION PROCESS 
Tia Lowhorn-Elliot 

ONE YEAR EXPERIENCE WORKING WITH RULES AND PRACTICES ESTABLISHED BY NERC AND MAIN 
AND/OR MAPP OR THEIR SUCCESSORS 

Beth Bradley 

CHAD FERGUSON -Chad has 10 years of diversified energy marketing background. Chad began his energy 
career at Western Gas Resources (WGR) in Denver, Colorado. WGR is a t  top 25 marketer of natural gas 
and NGL's in addition to  having a strong presence in major production basins within the United States. 

Chad held significant responsibilities across the energy marketing group. His focal point was maximizing 
profitability of a storage field WGR owned. At National Systems and Research, Chad was in charge of 
marketing software solutions to power marketers across North America. He assisted in software design 
from a user perspective and proposed and implemented solutions for trading software. As a valuable 
member of the ACES Power Marketing team, Chad has contributed in multiple capacities. He has spent 
time as a Risk Analyst creating forward curves, mark-to-market reports, and other documents and reports 
for our member base. He moved to  the power trading group at the end of 2000 in a term trading role for 
Midwest members and customers. Currently, he is overseeing the term trading operations of all the IS0 
traded portfolio's in PJM and MISO footprints. He possesses particular expertise in developing hedging 
and trading strategies that meet the individual risk tolerances of specific portfolios using a plethora of 
physicallfinancial trading instruments to maximize the individual portfolio's. 

Chad holds a Bachelors of Science Degree in Business Administration from the University of Nebraska at 
Lincoln with a double minor in Political Science and Psychology. 

ALEX HUFF - Alex earned his Bachelor of Science in Management, with a finance Minor, from Purdue 
University. The summer prior to  graduation, Alex held a Trading Internship with Cinergy Corporation (now 
Duke Energy). Upon graduation in 203, Alex began his career in the energy industry as a Trading Analyst 
with Cinergy. In this role he was responsible for managing power positions, creating a daily profit and loss 
statement, and marking power curves for value and risk management purposes. In 2004, Alex began his 
next role within Cinergy as an Hourly TraderIScheduler for the MISO region. In his two years with Cinergy 
Alex was able to lay his foundation in the following areas: trading, scheduling, physical power flow, 
generation control, mark-to-market, and risk management. 

In January 2005, Alex joined ACES Power Marketing as an Hourly Trader in the MISO and PJM regions. 
Alex was able to  impact the group immediately and help in the transition to  an I S 0  market for MISO and 
the I S 0  expansion in PJM. This transition allowed Alex to develop an operational and portfolio 
optimization focus. In May of 2006 Alex was assigned to a day role as the Lead Hourly Trader. In this 
position he was able to apply his market expertise and improve the overall operations within the hourly 



team. In addition, he was able to begin focusing more of his attention on day-ahead portfolio 
management and the transition of positions and responsibilities from the term desk to the hourly desk. 
This allowed for an easy to Term Trader, a role that allowed Alex to expand his knowledge base on asset 
management, portfolio optimization, risk management and hedge policies. Many of Alex’s portfolios have 
a heavy dependence on Natural Gas and thus he was able to learn gas operations, trading and pipeline 
scheduling while in the term trading capacity. After spending 2007 as a Term Trader, Alex was promoted 
to Manager of Operations - East Market. This role allows Alex to use his experience and market expertise 
and apply it toward the development of a premier real-time trading group. 

TIA LOWHORN - Tia Elliott is currently the Manager of Energy Scheduling Services for ACES Power 
Marketing (APM), in Carmel, Indiana. Tia joined APM in December 2004 as a Day-Ahead Power Scheduler. 
She accepted the promotion to manager in November 2006. in her current capacity, she leads APM’s 
scheduling group who manages the scheduling of physical and financial transactions for our members and 
customers in and across the power markets. Tia is also a member of the Business Process Team, which 
ensures effective procedures are in place to support the commercial requirements of APM. 

Before joining APM, Tia worked a t  the Midwest IS0 (MISO) as a Scheduler. While there, she 
interacted with the ISOs, RTOs and CA’s utilizing generation or transmission within the MiSO 
Footprint. Tia also participated in MISO Day 2 Parallel Operations and Market Trials, prior to the start 
of the new market. 

Tia started her career working a t  ProLiance Energy, LLC, a natural gas marketer located in 
Indianapolis, Indiana. She worked in the middle office as Supervisor of Contract Administration, 
working with GISB, ISDA and NAESB Agreements. Then, later transitioned to the front office as a 
Manager of Gas SchedulingINominations for pipelines and gates in the Eastern and Southern United 
States. Tia was also a member of the P.I.T. (Process Improvement Team), implemented after a 
company merger. In 2003, Tia pursued an opportunity on the Southern Ute Indian Tribe’s 
Reservation, in Ignacio, Colorado a t  Red Willow Production Company. Her responsibilities included 
decision making to curtail supply, shut-in wells or sell natural gas based on well production. In 
addition, Tia also made nominations and scheduled to pipelines in the Western United States. 

Tia is a 1997 graduate of Vincennes University and a 1999 graduate of Indiana University 

BETH BRADLEY - Ms. Bradley brings to the Market Development team a t  ACES Power Marketing (APM) 
more than 20 years of energy industv experience in regulatory affairs and power supply planning and 
contracting. She has worked for a variety of entities including an investor owned utility, a generation and 
transmission cooperative, an energy merchant, as well as energy-consulting firms. As Manager of RTO 
Development - MISO and PJM, Beth brings the technical subject matter expertise and stakeholder 
relationships required in wholesale market design having worked to bring RTOs to the Midwest, Texas and 
the southeast since 1998. 

Prior to joining APM, Beth was Director of Policy Development for Mirant, a competitive energy 
merchant, and was responsible for the development of the company’s federal and state positions on 
market structure issues including regulatov analysis and advocacy. In this position Beth performed poiicy 
analysis, economic analysis, and provided expert testimony in a number of major regulatory proceedings. 
Over her career, Beth has provided support for a wide-range of functions, including wholesale trading, 
marketing and contracting, retail access, wholesale and retail rate design, merchant and cooperative 
power plant development and evaluation, competitive bid evaluations and rulemakings, transmission 
tariff filings, and development of risk management processes and procedures. 

In addition to her years of hands-on energy regulatory experience, Ms. Bradley holds a Bachelor of 
Science in Mathematics from the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia. 


